Timeform says:

**KIMBLEWICK (IRE)** 37
- b f Iffraaj - Kiya Wells
- Jockey Colours: Emerald green, black chevrons on sleeves
- Timeform says: Did the job well when making a winning debut at Kempton in November. Lost no caste in defeat when runner-up on return at Chelmsford (1¼m), but Star Catcher appears to be the stable No 1. (Forecast 23.00)
- Age/Wt: 3 yrs 9 st 0 lbs
- Jockey/Trainer: Oisin Murphy / J H M Gosden

**LADY ADELAIDE (IRE)**
- b f Australia - Confusion
- Jockey Colours: Grey and orange diamonds, orange sleeves and cap
- Timeform says: Went close on debut here in October and went one better at Kempton the following month. However, beaten a long way on return at Newmarket and now tried in a tongue strap. NON RUNNER. (Forecast 51.00)
- Age/Wt: 2 yrs 9 st 0 lbs
- Jockey/Trainer: Andrea Atzeni / R Varian

**QUEEN POWER**
- c h Australia - Thrasy
- Jockey Colours: Black and white (halved), sleeves reversed, red cap
- Timeform says: Landed a gamble when making a winning start to her career at Newmarket (1m, good) last month. Holds fancy entries and this stiffer test should be in her favour judged on pedigree. (Forecast 13.00)
- Age/Wt: 2 yrs 9 st 0 lbs
- Jockey/Trainer: Mrs A J Perrett / J H M Gosden

**SEA OF FAITH**
- b f Iffraaj - Jymooh (IRE)
- Jockey Colours: Yellow, purple star and star on cap
- Timeform says: Fine pedigree and major eye-catcher when fourth of 11 in a warm Sandown novice (1¼m, good to firm) last month. Will be more street-wise this time and she's an intriguing contender. (Forecast 4.33)
- Age/Wt: 2 yrs 9 st 0 lbs
- Jockey/Trainer: S De Sousa / R Hannon

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Horse Details</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Horse Details</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Horse Details</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Horse Details</th>
<th>Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KIMBLEWICK (IRE) 37</td>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>LAVENDER'S BLUE (IRE) 32</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>QUEEN POWER (IRE) 17 BF</td>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>SEA OF FAITH (IRE) 22</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LADY ADELAIDE (IRE) 13</td>
<td>21-4</td>
<td>LASTOCHKA 203</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>QUEEN POWER (IRE) 17 BF</td>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>SEA OF FAITH (IRE) 22</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUEEN POWER (IRE) 17 BF</td>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>LAVENDER'S BLUE (IRE) 32</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>QUEEN POWER (IRE) 17 BF</td>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>SEA OF FAITH (IRE) 22</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAR TERMS</td>
<td>13 C</td>
<td>STAR CATCHER</td>
<td>36 CD</td>
<td>STAR TERMS</td>
<td>13 C</td>
<td>STAR CATCHER</td>
<td>36 CD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Jockey Colours:**
- Black and white (halved), sleeves reversed, red cap
- Timeform says: Failed to land the odds on debut in December, but made no mistake back from a break over this C&D (soft) last month. Oaks/Ribblesdale entry and she's an exciting prospect. (Forecast 7.75)
- Age/Wt: 3 yrs 9 st 0 lbs
- Jockey/Trainer: R L Moore / R Hannon

**Timeform View:**

Several very promising fillies on show and the pick of them could be **QUEEN POWER**, who finished nicely clear of the rest when just edged out by a race-fit rival on return at Ascot. This step up in trip should be right up her street. Star Terms sets the standard based on her 2-y-o exploits, but bigger threats may be posed by Star Catcher and Sea of Faith, both of whom possess considerable potential.

**Timeform 1-2-3:**
1: QUEEN POWER (5)
2: STAR CATCHER (8)
3: SEA OF FAITH (6)
**Jockey Colours:** Emerald green, black chevrons on sleeves

**Timeform says:** Did the job well when making a winning debut at Kempton in November. Last no caste in defeat when runner-up on return at Chelmsford (1f1m), but Star Catcher appears to be the stable No. 1. ❗️❗️❗️

**CAREER STATS (Starts - Wins - 2nds - 3rds)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Race Details</th>
<th>Going</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Res (Dr)</th>
<th>Jockey</th>
<th>SP</th>
<th>1-2-3 Result</th>
<th>Close-up</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11 Apr 19</td>
<td>c/c 1st Nov Cls4 6K</td>
<td>St</td>
<td>9-5</td>
<td>2/3 (8)</td>
<td>R Havlin</td>
<td>13/82</td>
<td>1st KIMBLEWICK, 2nd Aria, 3rd Ann, every change over 11/2l, kept on well after winning.</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 Nov 18</td>
<td>Keep Th 2y Nov Dvl Cls4 4K</td>
<td>St/SW</td>
<td>9-0</td>
<td>1/14 (1)</td>
<td>R Havlin</td>
<td>3/11</td>
<td>1st KIMBLEWICK, 2nd Say Nothing, 3rd Ethel - already too close, head bobbing over 1l, led well over 1l, won hang left, ran on well.</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Jockey Colours:** Light blue, yellow and light blue halved sleeves

**Timeform says:** Went close in 1m Ascot minor event on recent reappearance and this step up in trip should help unlock improvement. Group 1 entries. ❗️❗️❗️

**CAREER STATS (Starts - Wins - 2nds - 3rds)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Race Details</th>
<th>Going</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Res (Dr)</th>
<th>Jockey</th>
<th>SP</th>
<th>1-2-3 Result</th>
<th>Close-up</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5 May 19</td>
<td>Asc 8f 2y Mdn Cls5 4K</td>
<td>Gd</td>
<td>9-3</td>
<td>2/3 (3)</td>
<td>S De Sousa</td>
<td>11/8</td>
<td>1st MUCHLY, 2nd QUEEN POWER, 3rd Minute Baby (corroborating), Charlie's Moon, champion hurdle and handicap. 2nd last, ridden on 2nd and 2nd, placed on well near home.</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Oct 18</td>
<td>mmk 7f 2y Mdn Div1 Cls4 6K</td>
<td>Gd</td>
<td>9-0</td>
<td>1/12 (9)</td>
<td>Harry Bentley</td>
<td>4/12</td>
<td>1st QUEEN POWER, 2nd Sunflower, 3rd Starboard Star (carried well over 1l, ridden to lead inside final furlong, ran on, steady.</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Jockey Colours:** Yellow, purple star and star on cap

**Timeform says:** Fine pedigree and major eye-catcher when fourth of 11 in a warm Sandown novice (11m, good to firm) last month. Will be more street-wise this time and she’s an intriguing contender. ❗️❗️❗️

**CAREER STATS (Starts - Wins - 2nds - 3rds)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Race Details</th>
<th>Going</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Res (Dr)</th>
<th>Jockey</th>
<th>SP</th>
<th>1-2-3 Result</th>
<th>Close-up</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>26 Apr 19</td>
<td>San 10l 3y Nov Cls4 4K</td>
<td>Gd</td>
<td>9-0</td>
<td>4/11 (9)</td>
<td>James Doyle</td>
<td>4/1</td>
<td>1st Sparkle Bob, 2nd King Power, 3rd Snowball - enjoyed every bit of trip, led all the way, kept on well after winning.</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Jockey Colours:** Pink, black chevrons, pink sleeves, white cap

**Timeform says:** Confirmed Goodwood debut promise when narrowly prevailing in 11-runner Newmarket minor event (1m, good to soft) in September. Remains open to improvement, but this is a much tougher assignment. ❗️❗️❗️

**CAREER STATS (Starts - Wins - 2nds - 3rds)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Race Details</th>
<th>Going</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Res (Dr)</th>
<th>Jockey</th>
<th>SP</th>
<th>1-2-3 Result</th>
<th>Close-up</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>24 Oct 18</td>
<td>Asc 8f 2y Mdn Cls1 4K</td>
<td>Gd</td>
<td>9-0</td>
<td>4/11 (9)</td>
<td>James Doyle</td>
<td>4/1</td>
<td>1st Sparkle Bob, 2nd King Power, 3rd Snowball - enjoyed every bit of trip, led all the way, kept on well after winning.</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### CAREER STATS (Starts - Wins - 2nds - 3rds)

- Flat Turf: 2 - 1 - 0 - 0
- Jumps: 0 - 0 - 0 - 0
- All Weather: 0 - 0 - 0 - 0

### RECENT RACE BY RACE HISTORY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Race Details</th>
<th>Going</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Res (Dr)</th>
<th>Jockey</th>
<th>SP</th>
<th>1-2-3 Result / Close-up</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 22 Sep 18  | mwk II 2y  Nov Cls4 5K | Gd | 9-0 | 1/11 (5) | T P O'Callaghan | 7/2f | 1st SH BOOM, 2nd Star Of Wos, 3rd El Garnier  
Ridden all, came up, chased leaders 1f out, ridden and every chance inside final furlong, led all  
shd, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, led, le